GENERAL GUIDELINES

3-5 min performances composed of stepping, strolling, singing or a combination of the three

DEFINITIONS:

Stepping/Marching
A synchronized series of movement that creates a beat with one’s body using hands, feet and other objects.

Strolling/Hopping
A synchronized series of dance movements done in a sequence normally repeated over popular songs and music

Singing & Chanting
The act of singing organization related songs and chants

Music submitted a month prior to BAR 2020 (March 1st, 2020)
Edited music for any performance requiring music (limited curse versions please)

ALL Performances SHOULD

Have a brief introduction of the organization performing to Include:
Name of Organization
Founding Information (where and when)
Chapter Affiliation (Virginia Tech Seated Chapter)
Colors (Official Colors)
Motto (Official Motto/Slogan)

Be entertaining and creative
Be used as a time to showcase and celebrate your organization and its members history on Virginia Tech’s campus
Promote the values of the organization and membership locally, nationally, and internationally

Performances SHOULD NOT

Be any longer than 5 mins
Focus on any other organization than the one performing
Be used as a vehicle to directly recruit potential new members. (If people like what they see they will
Have any intentionally vulgar or explicit components that do not add value to the organization’s image or values.